EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONS
- GENERAL LEDGER

Exceptional Exceptions uses audit intelligence and machine learning techniques
to generate risk-based samples and provide an overview of risk areas to identify
notable journal entries and focus audit efforts on the items posing the highest risk
of fraud or error.
By using the Exceptional Exceptions - General Ledger app within the IDEA Lab, auditors can easily
pinpoint the most risky transactions. Auditors can assign criteria along with test weightage for selecting these
risky transactions.
Auditors can apply higher weightage to high-value transactions or potential duplicates than transactions
entered on weekends. By aggregating the results of each weighted test for each transaction, IDEA can identify
‘most risky’ transactions. Auditors can then go through these transactions to select the ones that can be a part
of the audit sample.

Benefits of Exceptional Exceptions

A Risk-Based Sample

Better Audit Quality

Identify High-Risk Areas

This enables auditors to focus
on transactions that are more
risky and study them in detail

Scan all transactions for data
irregularities and sample quality
to provide more insightful results

Quickly pinpoint the
riskiest transactions and
all related details

Key Capabilities
Analytics-based audit process
Exceptional Exceptions is a combination of rules-based and machine learning tests that allow users to
run analytics on General Ledger data, which can then be linked to audit procedures in Working Papers
as audit evidence for further investigation. All individual results are risk-rated so users can focus on
the most risky transactions, if tests generate too many transactions.
These tests include Benford’s Law tests, rare and complex account combinations, and Outliers
Detection, which uses different Unsupervised Machine Learning algorithms such as Local Outlier
Factor (LOF) and Isolation Forest to determine records (vectors) that deviate from the normal
behavior of the majority of the population.

Risk-based sampling for insightful results
Exceptional Exceptions allows users to score journal entries based on fraud or error risk and extract a
risk-based sample, which is more relevant and efficient than a random sample. Auditors often rely on
sampling techniques to conduct audit analysis. Traditional statistical approaches rely on random sampling procedures which can often lead to missing transactions that could be categorized as risk. The
result would be an incomplete or poor-quality audit.
Exploring areas of risk:
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About CaseWare IDEA
CaseWare IDEA is an internationally recognized data analytics software company that provides solutions for
auditors, finance professionals and compliance officers in the banking, accounting, government, healthcare,
utilities, insurance and online retail sectors. A leader in the audit and accounting industries for over 25 years,
IDEA® Data Analysis Software equips auditors, accountants and other finance professionals with a toolkit that
allows them to perform data analysis quickly for various audit-related tasks: from payroll monitoring to providing
assurance.
Caseware solutions are used by over 400,000 users, in 130 countries and in 16 languages. To learn more, visit
idea.caseware.com.
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